
 3 soft toys – ideally a teddy 
bear, rabbit and dog to 
match the pictures in the 
teaching notes, but any 3 
different animals will do

 3 balls – big, medium and 
small

 Some A5 sheets of paper

 A pencil

10–15 minutes

WHO HAS THE BIGGEST BALL?

Drawing Conclusions – Opposites:

The task is to listen to the beginning of a sentence and then finish it. You will probably have to do the first few as 
examples. See the possible answers for the first two sentences in brackets to give you an idea of the acceptable 
possibilities for each one (there can be more than one correct answer): 

If summer is warmer than winter, then winter is… (colder/cooler than summer)
If a bear is stronger than a rabbit, then a rabbit is… (weaker than/not as strong as a bear)
If a sister is older than her brother, then her brother is… 
If a plane flies faster than a bird, then a bird flies…
If a birch tree is thinner than an oak, then an oak tree is… 
If a stream is narrower than a river, then a river is…
If a suitcase is heavier than a bag, then the bag is…
If a pair of boots is dirtier than a pair of shoes, then the pair of shoes is…

This game can be extended by asking your to suggest their own sentences for you or another child to complete.

Teddy Bear, Rabbit and Dog:

For this activity, see if your child can spontaneously work out the answers. They can also use paper and a pencil to help 
them if they wish. If they still find the questions difficult, discuss the scenarios together. Encourage them to write down 
the initial letters of the toys in the correct order. Then encourage them to draw circles of different sizes to represent the
information given in the scenario that you describe each time – see the image on the next page.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can recognise some opposites in context.
Your child can listen attentively to verbal information and use it to solve ‘word problems’.
Your child can create visual models of verbal problems involving a seriation relationship, and use the models to help them ‘solve 
problems’.

To use substitute shapes to create a visual model of invisible qualities
To create a visual model of a complex verbal description (non-sequential dictation) 
using a seriation row of substitute shapes (drawn lines or circles)
To use a visual model (a seriation row) as a point of reference for solving problems 
To develop listening skills – listen attentively and follow implicit instructions to solve ‘word problems’
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Line up your three soft toys on a table facing away from your child. Give each soft toy a ball of a different size according to the first image below. Ask your 
child to guess who has the biggest ball and who has the smallest, based on what you are going to tell them. Be careful that they don’t see this sheet! Have 
them turn away as necessary and when they have answered each one, ask them to look to check if they were right.

1) Say: Teddy Bear’s ball is smaller than Rabbit’s. Dog’s ball is smaller than Teddy Bear’s. So who do you think has the 
biggest ball, and who has the smallest?

Support your child with drawing out a prompt such as this one, by talking them through it:

2) Change the position of the three soft toys and the balls according to the image here (or adapt the words yourself). 
Say: Now they’ve swapped balls! Rabbit’s ball is smaller than Dog’s, and Teddy’s is smaller than Rabbit’s. Now who has 
the biggest ball, and who has the smallest? Have your child prepare a prompt as before.

3) Now change the order of the soft toys and balls again and say: Dog’s ball is bigger than Rabbit’s and Teddy Bear’s ball 
is bigger than Dog’s. Now who has the biggest ball, and who has the smallest? Have your child prepare a prompt as before.

WHO HAS THE BIGGEST BALL? – continued
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